Marketing+
Communications Director
NORTH AMERICAN BLUEBERRY COUNCIL &
U.S. HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRY COUNCIL

SALARY RANGE: $106,000 –$125,000 annually, DOE/DOQ

T

HE NORTH AMERICAN BLUEBERRY COUNCIL (NABC) AND THE U.S. HIGHBUSH
BLUEBERRY COUNCIL (USHBC) seek a Marketing and Communications Director to lead
promotional campaigns on behalf of all blueberry industry stakeholders to increase blueberry
consumption.
This position will interface with growers, handlers, importers and grocery retailers, and manage advertising agencies, various
council committees and member relations, while balancing competing needs with diverse stakeholder groups across a vast
geographic area. The Marketing and Communications Director should have an extensive background in directing successful
marketing and social media campaigns, a solid background measuring and actualizing data analytics, and experience
developing and managing internal and external communications. Additionally, a background in a like organization, and/or
agriculture, or similar cultural environment is highly desired. Interpersonally, the ideal candidate will be curious, able to guide
stakeholder consensus, build trust and demonstrate exceptional communication skills, be politically savvy and possess a high
level of emotional intelligence. This position is a key leader in the organization and will be part of the executive team. This is
a unique opportunity for someone who wants to work with a high degree of autonomy, lead a creative marketing strategy centered
around blueberries and effectively support highbush blueberry stakeholders across continents.

the organizations/councils

The USHBC is a federally mandated USDA research and promotion program that supports blueberry industry stakeholders
and supports the growth of the blueberry industry by educating, researching and promoting consumer demand. USHBC
also strives to improve growers’, importers’ and handlers’ participation to advance the blueberry industry’s goals, and initiates
activities that increase consumption and demand for highbush blueberries.
The NABC is a membership organization that is a key advocate for the success and profitability of the highbush blueberry
industry and assists its members by addressing market access issues, providing counsel in the development of standards
for quality and food safety, and serves as a voice for America’s blueberry industry. The NABC leads a Legislative
Committee that serves as a voice in legislative and regulatory matters on behalf of the blueberry industry in
conjunction with other agricultural groups and coalitions.

Both councils encourage cooperation among the international blueberry communities and provide their

members with timely, market-relevant information and advice on good industry practices.

folsom, california

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE, WORK & PLAY
Just 30 minutes from Sacramento and two hours from the Bay Area, Folsom offers a
mild climate year-round to enjoy myriad outdoor activities, cultural events, shopping and dining.
The area’s history is filled with Gold Rush-era greatness, Johnny Cash and preservation of its nature
and arts. With a historic downtown, proximity to a multitude of recreational activities, including
hiking, biking, horseback riding, water skiing, boating and camping at the 20,000-acre Folsom
Lake Recreation Area, Folsom is a vibrant community that ties together Old World charm with
modern amenities and proximity to world-class urban centers. Folsom is known in the region for
top elementary through high school education institutions, and is close to a host of other higher
education options (CSU-Sacramento, UC Davis, Folsom Lake College, William Jessup University, MTI,
American River College, Sierra College).

the job/ideal candidate

The Marketing + Communications Director is part of the executive team for NABC and USHBC and reports to the president of

both organizations. This position oversees and directs all marketing and communications activities for NABC and USHBC, and manages various
advertising agencies, consultants and vendors to increase blueberry consumption. The director will lead promotional campaigns on behalf of
an international group of blueberry stakeholders who contribute to the USHBC’s program and budget. This position will interface with growers,
importers, handlers and food professionals (i.e., foodservice, retail, health professionals, food manufacturing, etc.), and report to various council
committees and through industry relations communications, while balancing competing needs with diverse stakeholder groups across a
vast geographic area. The Marketing and Communications Director will be a creative, high-level thinker who can design and direct a
comprehensive strategic marketing plan that considers modern path-to-purchase methods such as digital shopping through Amazon,
Instacart, social media, analytics, etc. We are looking for an innovative leader to effectively engage with and grow the blueberry
consumer audience and produce data-driven results. The ideal candidate will be an exceptional project manager, think well on their
feet, relate well to others, take calculated risks, strategize alternatives and course correct as opportunities arise. We are looking for
a self-starter who can creatively use limited resources to get a maximum return on investment and is excited by the opportunity
to build and grow a unique marketing strategy centered on blueberries. In addition to the above, the ideal candidate should
have a background in like organizations and/or agriculture, or similar cultural environment; a background guiding stakeholder
consensus; a history of building trusted relationships; and will be masterful at verbal and written communications.

Job Functions | Projects | Opportunities
• Develop and manage all aspects of the Marketing Strategic
Plan, including planning, budgeting, branding, merchandising,
promotions, advertising, public/media relations, communications,
product development, sponsorship, market research and
consumer affairs, as well as regularly evaluating and reporting on
the effectiveness of these efforts to executive leadership.

Leadership + Communications
• Think outside the box and demonstrate creativity,
flexibility and forward thinking.
• Be a strong negotiator.
• Be influential and gain support for recommended
programs.

• Ensure domestic marketing objectives align with global
programming opportunities and objectives.

• Develop and maintain an effective network in the
retail and foodservice industries.

• Communicate a message through visual mediums that projects
and shapes a positive image of blueberries through the creation
of slogans, press releases, web content and other creative
resources such as educational handouts, recipes, photography
and videos as part of a marketing toolbox for growers, handlers,
importers and marketers.

• Lead with confidence and assurance.

• Capture and communicate the essence of the blueberry industry
to drive demand, build new partnerships and grow existing
relationships.
• Effectively gather and use data to evaluate successes and
preemptively course correct as needed.

• Perform well under pressure.
• Communicate with diplomacy, political savvy and tact.
• Work effectively with boards and committee members,
all blueberry industry stakeholders, members and
executive leadership.
• Develop and uphold trust with others and operate
with a strong ethical framework.
• Build trust and develop
relationships.

• Develop and carry out target audience research projects (focus
groups, segmentation studies, behavior changes, retail data, etc.)
to generate feedback on marketing strategies.
• Hire, direct and monitor outside agencies to support the overall
marketing and communications mission of NABC and USHBC.
• Attend foodservice events, industry trade and health professional
conferences and conventions, actively seek opportunities to
develop new and exciting ways to grow the blueberry industry.
• Leverage marketing strategies and technology effectively to reach
relevant target audiences, including health professionals, retail
markets, consumers and foodservice professionals.
• Promote the health benefits of blueberries through nutrition
marketing programs.
• Be an excellent project manager and multitasker who can cut
through bureaucracy, revise approaches and adapt to situations
as they arise.

BACKGROUND
+ EDUCATION
required
• A bachelor’s degree, ideally in a related field
such as business or marketing.
• A minimum of 6 years of related experience.
• Possession of a valid and appropriate
driver’s license and ability to occasionally
travel as needed.
• Completion of a background investigation
to the satisfaction of NABC.

salary+benefits
The annual salary range is: $106,000–$125,000; salary will be negotiated
depending upon qualifications and experience. Benefits include:
retirement, medical/dental/vision insurance, and paid holidays.

how to apply
This is an open continuous recruitment; however, for first consideration,
apply by AUGUST 10, 2020, by completing an application to and
attaching your cover letter and resume at: wbcpinc.com/job-board/

SAVE THE DATES

Interviews will be held on SEPTEMBER 1 + 11, 2020 (candidates
selected to interview will need to be available for both days).
Please contact your recruiter, Wendi Brown, with any questions:
866.929.WBCP (9227) toll free | 541.664.0376 | wendi@wbcpinc.com

NABC is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

preferred
• Food marketing experience,
knowledge of the blueberry
industry is highly preferred.
• Experience with
associations, nonprofits,
government agencies,
professional societies,
NGOs, membership groups
and boards of directors.

